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Abstract: Synthetic DNA has emerged as a powerful self-assembled material for the engineering of nanoscale supramolecular devices and materials. Recently dissipative self-assembly of DNA-based supramolecular structures has emerged as a novel approach providing access to a new class of kinetically controlled DNA materials with unprecedented life-like properties. So far, dissipative control has been achieved using DNA-recognition enzymes as energy dissipating units. Although highly efficient, enzymes pose limits in terms of long-term stability and inhibition of enzyme activity by waste products. Herein, we provide the first example of kinetically controlled DNA nanostructures in which energy dissipation is achieved through a non-enzymatic chemical reaction. More specifically, inspired by redox signalling, we employ redox cycles of disulfide-bond formation/breakage to kinetically control the assembly and disassembly of tubular DNA nanostructures in a highly controllable and reversible fashion.

Introduction

Supramolecular materials have emerged as a class of materials with unique properties. Owing to the non-covalent interactions between the monomers, these materials self-assemble spontaneously and are dynamic in nature. As a result, the materials’ properties are a function of the physicochemical environment, which allows the adaptation to chemical or physical inputs. These materials are generally at thermodynamic equilibrium, which implies that the responsiveness is determined by the change in the free energy landscape induced by the external stimulus. The clear advantage of operating at thermodynamic equilibrium is the intrinsic long-term stability of the material. Yet, the thermodynamically driven self-assembly approach becomes a limitation in case the functional properties of the material are required only for a limited amount of time. For these cases, nature has developed another approach in which the self-assembly of monomers is controlled by chemical fuels. An example is the formation of microtubules, which requires complexation of GTP with the tubulin building blocks. Hydrolysis of GTP causes destabilization and a spontaneous disassembly of the polymers. Likewise, biochemical pathways are transiently activated through the ATP-fuelled phosphorylation of proteins followed by kinase-mediated dephosphorylation. The energy-dependence of self-assembly processes provides an efficient way to activate or deactivate the material and its associated properties. Implementation of dissipative self-assembly in a synthetic context provides access to a new class of materials with unprecedented life-like properties, and for this reason has attracted the interest of chemists in recent years. This has led to the development of several chemically fuelled synthetic materials in which the functional state is controlled by the concurrent presence of an anabolic and catabolic reaction; the first one leading to the self-assembled material, the second one destroying it.

In the past decade, synthetic DNA has emerged as a powerful self-assembly material for the engineering of nanoscale supramolecular devices and materials. The highly predictable base-pairing, the ease of synthesis, and reliability of hybridization allow synthetic nucleic acids to be conveniently used for the self-assembly of structures with quasi-Angstrom precision in the positioning of the building blocks. Whereas the first examples of static DNA-based nanostructures relied on the folding of a long DNA strand backbone through short DNA-staples (DNA origami), more recently a wide range of more dynamic structures have been reported in which specific chemical inputs or environmental triggers, such as temperature and pH, induce a structural reconfiguration of DNA. Yet, in all these cases adaptability originates from changes in the free energy landscape caused by the external trigger. The transient self-assembly of DNA-based nanostructures and the kinetic control of DNA-based nanodevices has only recently been achieved using synthetic gene circuits or DNA-recognizing enzymes as the fuel-consuming units. DNA self-assembly in these systems is characterized by the instalment of a dynamic kinetic steady state in which an anabolic reaction leads to DNA-hybridization, whilst a catabolic enzymatic reaction concurrently causes disassembly by hydrolysing hybridized DNA. These first examples offer a perspective on the novel properties and potential of this new class of DNA-based materials, particularly related to the possibility to regulate their lifetime in a dynamic and controlled way. These approaches exquisitely rely on the biomachinery (enzymes, in vitro transcription system, amongst others) to control the dynamic kinetic steady state. While this offers certain advantages, especially related to the high specificity of enzymatic reactions, some drawbacks might arise due to the limited stability of enzymes, the inhibition effect of waste products, and the restriction to enzyme-compatible experimental conditions. Motivated by the above arguments, here we provide the first example in which the transient self-
assembly of DNA-based nanostructures does not rely on enzymes or other biological systems but rather uses purely synthetic chemical reactions. More specifically, inspired by the redox signalling widely used by cells to activate or inhibit sulfur switches that act as biological sensors,[49–51] we employ here redox cycles of disulfide-bond formation/breakage to kinetically control the assembly of DNA-based nanostructures. The exploitation of redox chemistry as a new (bio-compatable) control mechanism will facilitate the implementation of fuelled-DNA self-assembly processes in a synthetic context without the limitations linked to the use of enzymatic reactions.

Results and Discussion

To control in a transient way the assembly of DNA-based nanostructures using redox fuels we initially employed double-crossover DNA tiles, known as DAE-E,[52,53] that are assembled through the interaction of five different strands containing four sticky ends (each of five nucleotides; Supporting Information, Figure S1). These DNA tiles are able to self-assemble at room temperature into hollow tubular structures with a maximum observed length on the order of a few micrometres. More specifically, we used a re-engineered design[44] in which the capacity of the tiles to self-assemble at room-temperature can be easily activated or inhibited by the exogenous addition of regulator strands. Active tiles can be switched to an inactive conformation by the addition of an inhibitor strand that sequesters one of the four sticky ends and thus prevents the tiles’ correct assembly (Supporting Information, Figure S2).[44] Such inactive tiles can then be re-activated by the addition of an activator strand that, through a toehold strand-displacement reaction, causes the sequestration of the inhibitor strand responsible for inactivation (Supporting Information, Figure S3).

To first demonstrate transient redox control over the assembly of such DNA structures we have split the DNA activator strand into two halves linked through a disulfide bond (Figure 1, left). The addition of this disulfide activator to a solution containing the inactivated tiles would lead to the assembly of the nanotubes (Figure 1, right). In the presence of a reducing agent the disulfide bond of the activator will be reduced allowing the two halves to be separated and thus spontaneously de-hybridize from the inhibitor (Figure 1, right). As a result, the effect of the activator will be transient and the nanotubes will gradually disassemble over time (Figure 1, right).

Instrumental for our strategy, aimed at observing the transient assembly of DNA nanostructures, is the need to find an optimal thermodynamic trade-off in which the activator should efficiently displace the inhibitor strand from the tile and, upon reduction of the disulfide bond (that leads to the separation of the activator in two halves), it should de-hybridize from the inhibitor. To achieve this, we have rationally designed disulfide activators ranging in total length from 24-nt to 8-nt (with disulfide bonds separating the activator in two halves with equal number of nucleotides; Figure 2b, see also Figure S4 in the Supporting Information for schemes of the strand-displacement reaction between activator and inhibitor). The rational behind this choice comes from previous experience with similar systems that show efficient de-hybridization with strands shorter than 10 nucleotides.[46,54] We initially tested these activator strands with a DNA control tile lacking the sticky ends and thus unable to assemble into a tubular structure. This allowed a study of the strand-displacement reaction between the activator and the inactivated tile without the complications that might arise from the self-assembly process. The tile and inhibitor were also labelled with a fluorescence optical pair (Q570 and Q670) to follow the activator-induced strand-displacement reaction (Figure 2a).

We tested the strand-displacement reaction after the addition of disulfide activators in the absence of the reducing agent. As expected, the reaction efficiency follows a length-dependent behaviour. No signal increase was observed after the addition of the shorter activators (Act_8 and Act_12) as these strands are not long enough to induce strand displacement (Figure 2c, left, and 2d). On the other hand, an efficient reaction was observed with longer activators (Act_16, Act_20, and Act_24) and the observed increase in fluorescence signal was stable, suggesting that these disulfide activators remain bound to the inhibitor over the entire course of the experiment (Figure 2c, left, and 2d). We then performed the same experiment in the presence of a reducing agent (tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine, TCEP; Figure 2c, right, and 2d). The behaviour of longer activators (Act_20 and Act_24) remained similar: we observed a stable signal after strand-displacement reaction. This is likely because after reduction of the disulfide bond the two activator’s halves are long enough to remain stably bound to the inhibitor thus preventing its re-hybridization to the tile (Supporting Information, Figure S5). With Act_16, instead, after the fast strand-displacement reaction with the inhibitor, we observed a slower time-dependent signal decrease, which is attributed to the de-hybridization of the two reduced halves (each of 8-nt) of this activator from the inhibitor and the successive re-association of the inhibitor to the tile (Figure 2c, right, 2d, and Supporting Information, Figure S6). We note here that, when compared to a control strand with the same sequence and
Transient activation of the DNA tile driven by redox fuels. a) Strand-displacement reaction between the disulfide activator and a control non-functional tile. Displacement of the inhibitor strand by the activator can be followed by fluorescence measurement. b) Disulfide activators of different lengths were employed with the disulfide bond separating the activator in two halves of identical length. The number associated to each activator’s name indicates its total number of nucleotides. The number of nucleotides of the two halves is also indicated for clarity. c) Fluorescent kinetic traces of strand-displacement reactions observed by adding disulfide activators of different lengths into a solution containing the inactive non-functional tile in the absence (left) and presence (right) of a reducing agent (TCEP, 0.3 mM). d) Normalized fluorescent signals obtained from kinetic traces (end-point) in the absence (grey) and presence (blue) of the reducing agent. The strand-displacement experiments in this Figure were performed using a tile labelled with a FRET couple (Q570-Q670) so that the displacement reaction can be easily followed through increase of the fluorescence signal. Time-course experiments were performed in 1 x TAE, 12.5 mM MgCl₂, at pH 8.0, 25 °C, DNA control tile (500 nM) in the presence and absence of TCEP (0.3 mM) used as reducing agent. The disulfide activators were added at a 3 μM concentration. In the histogram (d), the bars corresponding to “Normalized fluorescence” = 0 where no signal change is observed are shown as white bars for clarity. The experimental values represent averages of three separate measurements and the error bars reflect the standard deviations.

Disulfide activators provide a means to transiently control the assembly of DNA-based nanostructures. To demonstrate this, we have tested the above-described disulfide activators in the presence of a reducing agent, but this time using inactivated tiles containing sticky-ends, which can be activated for nanostructure formation by inhibitor displacement (Figure 3a). To quantify nanotube assembly by fluorescence confocal microscopy, tiles were synthesised with a fluorescent dye (Q570) by incorporating the fluorophore in one of the tile-forming DNA strands. As expected, based on the preliminary studies described above, the addition of the shorter activators (Act_8 and Act_12) did not lead to tile activation and we did not observe any nanotube structures even after 24 h from the addition of the activator. The addition of longer activators (Act_20 and Act_24), conversely, caused tile activation and lacking the disulfide bond, the overall affinity of Act_16 for the tile is not affected by the presence of the disulfide bond in the middle of the strand and the strand-displacement efficiency is only partially reduced (Supporting Information, Figure S7). We have performed the same strand-displacement reaction with Act_16 using different concentrations of reducing agent. The results showed a concentration-dependent signal decay (Supporting Information, Figure S8) that further supports the hypothesis that the signal decrease observed over time is due to the de-hybridization of the reduced activator’s halves from the inhibitor. This de-hybridization process might also be pushed by the presence of a 2 nt unpaired portion of the inhibitor that can initiate a strand-displacement reaction with the tile (see Figure S9 in the Supporting Information). We have also performed strand-displacement reactions in the presence of the reducing agent with control activators lacking the disulfide bond. In this case, as expected, we observed stable signals after strand-displacement reactions for all control activators longer than 16 nucleotides (Supporting Information, Figure S10).

Figure 2. Transient activation of the DNA tile driven by redox fuels. a) Strand-displacement reaction between the disulfide activator and a control non-functional tile. Displacement of the inhibitor strand by the activator can be followed by fluorescence measurement. b) Disulfide activators of different lengths were employed with the disulfide bond separating the activator in two halves of identical length. The number associated to each activator’s name indicates its total number of nucleotides. The number of nucleotides of the two halves is also indicated for clarity. c) Fluorescent kinetic traces of strand-displacement reactions observed by adding disulfide activators of different lengths into a solution containing the inactive non-functional tile in the absence (left) and presence (right) of a reducing agent (TCEP, 0.3 mM). d) Normalized fluorescent signals obtained from kinetic traces (end-point) in the absence (grey) and presence (blue) of the reducing agent. The strand-displacement experiments in this Figure were performed using a tile labelled with a FRET couple (Q570-Q670) so that the displacement reaction can be easily followed through increase of the fluorescence signal. Time-course experiments were performed in 1 x TAE, 12.5 mM MgCl₂, at pH 8.0, 25 °C, DNA control tile (500 nM) in the presence and absence of TCEP (0.3 mM) used as reducing agent. The disulfide activators were added at a 3 μM concentration. In the histogram (d), the bars corresponding to “Normalized fluorescence” = 0 where no signal change is observed are shown as white bars for clarity. The experimental values represent averages of three separate measurements and the error bars reflect the standard deviations.

Figure 3. Transient self-assembly of DNA-based nanostructures driven by redox fuels. a) Transient self-assembly induced by a disulfide activator achieved in the presence of a reducing agent. b) Histograms of assembled tile density (assembled tile count/mm²) measured from fluorescence microscopy images taken before and after (1 h and 24 h) the addition of disulfide activators of different lengths. c) Same experiment as in (a) but using control activators lacking the disulfide bond. d) Fluorescence microscopy images obtained with the disulfide activator and one control activator (Ctrl_16). The experiments shown in this Figure were performed in 1 x TAE, 12.5 mM MgCl₂, at pH 8.0 + TCEP (0.1 mM), 25 °C. Nanotube self-assembly was carried out in the presence of inactive DNA tiles (500 nM) by adding the disulfide or the control activator (3 μM). In the histograms (b,c), the bars corresponding to “Assembled tiles” = 0 where no nanotubes are observed are shown as white bars for a matter of clarity. The experimental values represent averages of three separate measurements and the error bars reflect the standard deviations. Scale bars for all microscopy images, 2.5 μm.
nanotube assembly. However, these nanotubes remained stable over the entire course of the experiment (namely, 24 h) likely because the reduction of the disulfide bond for such activators does not lead to the de-hybridization of the two reduced halves from the inhibitor. Only the disulfide activator with intermediate length (Act_16 with halves of 8-nt) showed transient self-assembly: micron-scale nanotubes are observed using confocal microscopy after 1 h from activator addition while no nanotubes are observed upon full reduction of the activator (after 24 h; Figure 3b–d). Of note, also in this case, control experiments using activators of the same length but lacking the disulfide bond showed that nanotubes efficiently formed with activators longer than 16 nucleotides after 1 h and remained stable over the 24 h of the experiment (Figure 3c,d, Ctrl and Supporting Information, Figure S11).

The lifetime of the nanotube assemblies can be modulated by varying the reducing strength of the solution. This could be easily achieved by changing the concentration of the reducing agent (namely, TCEP) employed during the experiment (Figure 4). As expected, in the absence of the reducing agent, the addition of the disulfide activator (Act_16) resulted in the formation of stable nanotube structures (Figure 4b, blue and Figure 4c). By gradually increasing the TCEP concentration in the solution, transient self-assembly was observed with a [TCEP]-dependent lifetime. In the presence of 300 μM of TCEP (Figure 4b, orange and Figure 4c) an almost complete disassembly of structures after 16 h was observed, while the same effect could be reached in less than 4 h at a higher concentration of TCEP (3 mM; Figure 4b, red and Figure 4c). Statistical analysis of the microscopy images confirmed the modulation of the transient assembly achieved at different concentrations of reducing agent (Supporting Information, Figure S12).

To demonstrate the versatility of this approach, we have designed a strategy to achieve control over the transient disassembly of DNA-based nanostructures. Also, the design of this system was based on the same nanotube-producing DNA tiles. To demonstrate redox control over the transient disassembly of DNA nanotubes, we have designed a DNA inhibitor strand that by binding to one of the sticky ends of the tile causes the disassembly of the structure. The inhibitor sequence was split into two halves linked by a disulfide bond (Figure 5). Upon reduction of such a disulfide, the two halves will spontaneously de-hybridize from the tiles leading to the re-assembly of the structure over time (Figure 5).

To demonstrate this new strategy, we have tested nanotube disassembly using a set of disulfide inhibitors of different lengths in the presence of a reducing agent (Figure 6a, see Figure S13 in the Supporting Information for schemes of the reaction). Also in this case shorter inhibitors (Inhib_6 and Inhib_10) did not lead to tiles’ inactivation and nanotube structures remained stable after addition of the inhibitors (Figure 6b–d). On the other hand, longer inhibitors (Inhib_22 and Inhib_26) allow tile inactivation and consequent nanotube disassembly. However, no re-assembly was observed even after a long time (namely, 24 h) likely because the reduction of the disulfide bond for these inhibitors does not lead to the de-hybridization of the two reduced fragments from the tiles. Only the disulfide inhibitors with intermediate lengths (Inhib_14 and Inhib_18) showed transient disassembly with no nanotubes observed after 1 h from inhibitor addition and micron-scales structures observed upon full reduction of the inhibitor (after 24 h; Figure 6b–d and Supporting Information, Figure S14). Of note, also in this case, the control experiment using inhibitors of the same length, but lacking the disulfide bond showed that nanotubes efficiently disassemble with inhibitors longer than 10 nucleotides after 1 h and do not reform over the 24 h duration of the experiment (Figure 6c and Supporting Information, Figure S15). As an example, microscopy images for the 14-nt control disulfide are shown (Figure 6d, Ctrl). Gel electrophoresis experiments further confirmed that the disulfide inhibitor (Inhib_14) efficiently binds to the DNA tile and de-
hybridizes upon reduction while shorter (6-nt) and longer (26-nt) inhibitors did not show any transient behaviour (Supporting Information, Figure S16).

Also for this strategy the transient behaviour of nanotube disassembly can be modulated by varying the concentration of the reducing agent (namely, TCEP) employed during the disassembly experiment (Figure 7) as also confirmed by statistical analysis of the microscopy images (Supporting Information, Figure S17). We note here that while we used a disulfide inhibitor longer than the disulfide activator used for transient activation experiments (Figure 4), the rate of transient disassembly (Figure 7b) is slower than that of transient assembly (Figure 4b). This difference is likely due to the difference in kinetics between assembly and disassembly processes with the latter one being much faster.

*Figure 5.* Transient disassembly of DNA-based nanostructures driven by redox fuels. A disulfide inhibitor (red) binds to one of the sticky ends of the tile and drives the transition of the DNA tiles from the active (green tile) to the inactive form (grey tile). This triggers the disassembly of the tubular DNA structures. In the presence of a reducing agent, the disulfide inhibitor is split into its two halves that spontaneously de-hybridize from the tiles making them able to self-assemble again.

*Figure 6.* Transient disassembly of DNA-based nanostructures driven by redox fuels. a) Transient disassembly induced by a disulfide inhibitor achieved in the presence of a reducing agent. b) Histograms of assembled tile density (assembled tile count/mm²) measured from fluorescence microscopy images taken before and after (1 h and 24 h) the addition of disulfide inhibitors of different lengths. c) Same experiment as in (a) but using control inhibitors lacking the disulfide bond. d) Fluorescence microscopy images obtained with the disulfide inhibitors and one control inhibitor (Ctrl_14). The number associated to each inhibitor’s name indicates its total number of nucleotides. In (d) the number of nucleotides of the two halves is also indicated. The experiments shown in this Figure were performed in 1x TAE, 12.5 mM MgCl₂ at pH 8.0 + TCEP (0.1 mM), 25°C. Nanotube disassembly was carried out in the presence of nanotubes formed from active DNA tiles (500 nm) by adding the disulfide or the control inhibitor (1 μM). In the histograms (b,c) the bars corresponding to “Assembled tiles” = 0 where no nanotubes are observed are shown as white bars for a matter of clarity. The experimental values represent averages of three separate measurements and the error bars reflect the standard deviations. Scale bars for all microscopy images, 5 μm.

*Figure 7.* Modulation of the transient disassembly of DNA-based nanostructures. a) Transient disassembly induced by a disulfide inhibitor can be modulated by varying the concentration of the reducing agent (TCEP). b) Normalized assembled tile density (assembled tile count/mm², for nanotubes longer than 1 μm) measured from the fluorescence microscopy images obtained before and after (2, 6, 16, and 24 h) the addition of the disulfide inhibitor (Inhib_14) in the presence of different concentrations of TCEP. The experiments shown in this Figure were performed in 1x TAE, 12.5 mM MgCl₂ at pH 8.0, 25°C with different concentration of TCEP (indicated in the Figure). Nanotube disassembly was carried out in the presence of nanotubes formed from active DNA tiles (500 nm) by adding the disulfide or the control inhibitor (1 μM). The experimental values represent averages of three separate measurements and the error bars reflect the standard deviations. Scale bars for all microscopy images, 5 μm.
The redox control over DNA assembly/disassembly demonstrated here offers the possibility to kinetically regulate in an orthogonal way different nanostructures. To demonstrate this, we have employed in the same solution two different DNA nanostructures each assembled by tiles formed by a different set of DNA strands and labelled with two different fluorophores (Q570 and Q670) to permit discrimination by fluorescence imaging. The disassembly of each nanostructure can be specifically addressed by a DNA inhibitor strand with a specific sequence which is selective for the respective DNA nanostructure. Both DNA nanotubes were successfully assembled in the same solution (Figure 8a, left, and 8b) and we initially added the disulfide inhibitor specific for one of the two nanostructures and observed its transient disassembly while the other nanostructure remained stable over the entire duration of the experiment (Figure 8a, Inhibitor #1). Once the re-assembly of the first nanostructure was completed (upon reduction of the first inhibitor), we added the disulfide inhibitor specific for the second nanostructure. The transient disassembly of only the second nanostructure was observed while the size and length of the first nanostructure did not change (Figure 8a, Inhibitor #2).

Both strategies we have described above are fully reversible and multiple cycles can be performed. To demonstrate this, we first tested cyclic additions of the disulfide inhibitor to demonstrate reversible transient disassembly of the DNA structures. More specifically, after the first addition of the disulfide inhibitor we waited for the complete re-assembly of nanotubes observed upon completion of the reduction reaction and we then added a new aliquot of the disulfide inhibitor to the same solution. We observed the same transient behaviour with regrowth of nanotubes of length and number similar to those observed before the addition (Figure 9a). A third cycle of transient disassembly showed the same reversible behaviour. A similar trend was also observed by cyclic additions of the disulfide activator to demonstrate reversibility in the transient self-assembly of the DNA nanotubes (Supporting Information, Figure S18). In a different experiment we have demonstrated reversibility by adding to the same solution, after the completion of the reduction reaction, an oxidizing agent (namely, H$_2$O$_2$) to recreate the oxidized disulfide inhibitor. Also in this case, we could observe efficient reversibility over 2 cycles of reduction/oxidation of the transient disassembly (Figure 9b).

**Figure 8.** Orthogonal transient disassembly of DNA-based nanostructures driven by redox fuels. a) Two different nanostructures each labelled with a different fluorophore were used here. Each nanostructure can be disassembled by a specific disulfide inhibitor. The addition of the disulfide inhibitor specific for one of the two nanostructures causes the transient disassembly only of one nanostructure while the other remains assembled. b) Histograms of assembled tile density (assembled tile count/mm$^2$) measured from fluorescence microscopy images. The experiments shown in this Figure were performed in 1×TAE, 12.5 mM MgCl$_2$ at pH 8.0 + TCEP (0.15 mM), 25°C. Nanotube disassembly was carried out in the presence of both nanotubes formed from active DNA tiles (500 nM) by adding the specific disulfide inhibitor (2 μM). Experimental values represent averages of three separate measurements and the error bars reflect the standard deviations. Scale bars for all microscopy images, 2.5 μm.

**Figure 9.** Reversible transient disassembly of DNA-based nanostructures driven by redox fuels. a) After each transient disassembly cycle a new addition of the disulfide inhibitor was performed to demonstrate reversibility. b) Similarly, the inhibitor can be cyclically reformed through the oxidation of the transient disassembly (Figure 9b). The experiments shown in this Figure were performed in 1×TAE, 12.5 mM MgCl$_2$ at pH 8.0 + TCEP (0.5 mM), 25°C. In both experiments the nanotube disassembly was carried out in the presence of nanotubes formed from active DNA tiles (500 nM) by adding the disulfide inhibitor (1 μM). In (a) after each transient cycle (24 h) a new aliquot of the disulfide inhibitor was added (1 μM). In (b) after the transient disassembly cycle (24 h) an oxidizing agent (i.e. H$_2$O$_2$, 1 mM) was added to reform the inhibitor. In the following cycles saturating concentrations of TCEP (2 mM) and H$_2$O$_2$ (3 mM) were cyclically added. The experimental values represent averages of three separate measurements and the error bars reflect the standard deviations. Scale bars for all microscopy images, 5 μm.

**Conclusion**

Herein, we have reported a strategy to kinetically control the self-assembly and disassembly of DNA nanostructures using redox reactions. The approach we propose here is versatile and, in contrast to the examples reported to date for dissipative self-assembly of DNA-based structures, does not involve the use of any biomolecular machinery.
The versatility of DNA-based assembly.

Similar examples have been also reported for the synthesis of dissipative supramolecular assemblies driven by chemical-reaction cycles,[21,23,55] including redox reactions.[35-41] In our case, the versatility of DNA-based assembly and the predictability of the involved interactions offer the possibility to kinetically control both assembly and disassembly of the nanostructures and to finely control their lifetime in a way that would be difficult to achieve with other synthetic approaches. Our strategy is in fact solely based on redox cycles of reduction/oxidation of disulfide DNA strands acting as regulators for the assembly or disassembly of DNA-based tubular structures that, once reduced, lose their regulation functionality and allow the system to return to its native resting state. The same approach could be conveniently employed to more complex DNA origami[62,63] or to achieve transient structural reconfiguration of DNA structures.[39] As redox oscillations in control cells many biochemical pathways it would also be of great interest to show similar behaviour in synthetic DNA systems.[64,65] Finally, a similar strategy could also be applied to achieve dissipative control of DNA-based nanodevices and might represent an important advancement towards the kinetic control of DNA-based reactions.
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